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OVERVIEW: As the functionality of AV equipment improves and the number of TV broadcast channels increases, the era in which we “can’t pick and can’t watch” our preferred programs is approaching. In addressing this problem, Hitachi has developed an “intelligent user interface”—which uses “multimodal dialog control” to help users (i.e. viewers) operate home AV equipment by means of spoken dialog. Integrating speech information processing, image information processing, and a TV program recommender based on viewing-history analysis, this multimodal dialog control can partake in dialog with the viewer. Without the need for keyword entry, the TV program recommender automatically analyzes the viewer’s program preferences from their past viewing history, and then selects, recommends, and records certain programs according to the analysis results. Utilizing voice information processing, this intelligent user interface can operate AV devices via spoken dialog very close to everyday conversation. It can also distinguish different viewers by facial image recognition and automatically change the offered services (such as the TV program recommender) to match the preferences of whoever is in front of the TV.

INTRODUCTION
ACCOMPANYING the start of terrestrial digital broadcasting, the popularization of AV (audio-visual) PCs and HDD/DVD (hard-disk drive/digital versatile disc) recorders is continuing. Moreover, from now onwards, the storage capacity of hard disks will continue to grow ever bigger, meaning that we are close to the era in which “anything can be recorded.” Furthermore, with the connection of various home AV appliances as a network, the functionality and performance of such equipment is improving all the time. Under these circumstances, the utilization pattern of AV equipment, especially TVs, will change from a state of “autonomously watching and recording” favorite TV programs to a state of “can’t pick and can’t watch.”

In response to these challenges, Hitachi has developed a prototype “intelligent user interface” for supporting the operation of AV equipment by means of multimodal dialog control—which integrates

Fig. 1—Structure of Intelligent User Interface Using Multimodal Dialog Processing.
Based on multimodal dialogs combining various input and output methods (such as sound and pictures), services can be offered in response to user circumstances.
technologies for speech synthesis and recognition, image recognition, and text analysis.

In the rest of this paper, the concept behind this intelligent user interface is explained, and its elemental technologies are introduced.

**CONCEPT BEHIND INTELLIGENT USER INTERFACE**

Through intuitive operation based on a dialog format used in natural language, the intelligent user interface efficiently selects programs that the viewer might want to watch from a multitude of broadcast and recorded programs, thereby supporting the operation of AV equipment. The interface is constructed as a system that integrates several elemental technologies, namely, voice recognition, facial image recognition, a “TV show recommender” (which analyzes a user’s viewing history), and multimodal dialog processing (see Fig. 1). The main functions realized by these technologies are summarized as follows:

(1) **User-friendly interface**

Multimodal dialog processing — which integrates several input mechanisms such as voice recognition, voice synthesis, and image recognition — realizes a user interface that allows human-interface interaction by the same dialog as used in human-human interaction.

(2) **TV program recommender**

Without the need for inputting any keywords, this function learns the user’s program preferences from the viewing history of that user, and recommends and automatically records certain TV shows according to the analysis results.

(3) **Provision of services tailored to individual users**

The identity of the user in front of the AV device is automatically determined from the user’s face; services tailored to that user are then provided. For example, on uttering their name, an individual user is recommended recorded or currently on-air programs according to their preferences by means of voice interaction. Moreover, at the time when a regularly watched program is about to be aired, the viewer is visually and audibly informed.

(4) **Monitoring user status**

The status of the user is monitored by using a camera and an array of microphones. An example of this function is automatic recording when the viewer is absent and replaying the recorded program when the viewer comes back. When the viewer rises from his/her seat while watching a TV program, the program on-air is interrupted, and recording of that program starts. After that, when the viewer returns to his/her seat, on identification of that person, the program is restarted from the interruption point.

In addition to the above-described functions, expansion aimed at provision of various other services is possible.

**TECHNICAL FACTORS**

**Speech-recognition Technology**

By means of a microphone array of several microphones, two functions are realized: estimation of the arrival directions of sound and voice, and sound-source separation that focuses on only a targeted voice under the presence of background noise. By utilizing eight microphones arranged in a two-dimensional array, these two functions can simultaneously detect angle of direction (horizontal direction) and angle of elevation (vertical direction), and separate the source of a particular sound.

As regards sound-source separation, a way of controlling the directionality of an adaptive filter and null beamforming — based on information on the targeted sound and background noise (which both depend on segregation of frequency components) — has been devised (1), and background noise is suppressed to a maximum value of 20 dB (see Fig. 2).
The voice waveform obtained from the sound-source separation is input into a voice-recognition engine (2) (developed for car-navigation use), and voice commands for use with AV equipment (starting with TV channel selection, etc.) are recognized.

Speech-synthesis Technology

A high-grade speech-synthesis technology—which can synthesize a sound giving a high impression of a human voice—was developed. As regards the developed user interface for AV equipment, to precisely utter words that cannot be recorded in advance, replaying recorded speech is not possible, so a method of speech synthesis is needed.

At Hitachi, we have developed our own “articulation cost minimization method” (3). This method can efficiently select optimum speech units and, by smoothly connecting the selected speech units, it can synthesize a multitude of different sounds with a remarkably high and human-voice impression (see Fig. 3). Moreover, to guide the viewer around the program information by voice, we have developed a technology called “disambiguation of word pronunciation with phrase relevancy analysis” for correctly reading out data aloud from an EPG (electronic program guide). Even in the case of many pronunciations of certain words, the reading can be judged from the context before and after the word in question and from relevant data between words. In this way, intelligent separation of phrases sprinkled with kanji (Chinese) and kana characters is realized.

Facial Image-recognition Processing

We have developed a technology that extracts the facial image of a user from a screen image in order to identify that person. The processing procedure is summarized as follows:

First, a face-extraction filter is used to detect the facial region in the screen image. After that, the user’s facial features (i.e., characteristic points) such as eyes, nose, and mouth are detected, and a “characteristics measure” that expresses individual differences in faces is worked out from the gray image around these features. By comparing this measure with values already stored in a database, it is possible to determine the identity of the user (see Fig. 4).

One problem with this face-recognition technology is how to accommodate movement of set-up location and differences in time of use, fluctuation in lighting conditions such as backlighting and oblique lighting, and changes in facial orientation angle accompanying differences in users’ vision. To address these problems, we use a numerical model such as canonical discriminant analysis to improve recognition accuracy.

The facial-image-recognition processing method...
described here was evaluated by using a database containing facial images of 80 people (8000 pictures). The lighting direction in regards to the user’s face was –45 to +45 degrees horizontal and 0 to 60 degrees vertical. The facial orientation in both the horizontal and vertical planes was –10 to +10 degrees. The discrimination success ratio for the database used was 98.0% in the case of a front-facing face (not inclined), 95.1% for a face inclined at ±10° in the horizontal direction, and 96.9% for a face inclined at ±10° in the vertical direction.

Program-recommendation Technology by Analyzing History of Past Viewing

User preferences for different program content (i.e. interests) and their daily and monthly viewing habits are learnt, and a “TV program recommender” that reflects the learning results is executed (see Fig. 5). Text such as program name, genre, cast, and briefing sheets from an EPG is analyzed, and groups of keywords are input into the profiler. Viewing history of viewing time and frequency regarding programs watched by the user is also input. On preference extraction, the problem of precision reduction arises because programs such as news (“viewing noise”) are watched and learned by the program-recommendation technology regardless of content. As a consequence, viewing noise is eliminated according to the results of viewing habits in order that the user’s interests are accurately learnt.

As regards the TV program recommender, for scheduled program broadcasts, regularly watched programs and user interests are evaluated, and recommendations are judged either good or bad.

Multimodal Dialog Platform

We have developed a “multimodal dialog platform” that acts as mediator between a user and various devices and databases. This platform uses XML (extensible markup language) to describe “scenarios” for carrying out user requests. Changing these scenarios as one likes makes it possible to execute a multitude of functions.

In the present study, the above-described technologies—namely, voice recognition, sound synthesis, face recognition, and TV program recommender—are integrated. And by creating scenarios specialized for operation of AV devices, an “intelligent user interface” has been created.

TEST PRODUCTION

A prototype version of the intelligent user interface incorporating the above-described interface technologies was manufactured in the form of a “desktop mascot” with the appearance of a rabbit (see Fig. 6—Structural Outline of Prototype Desktop Mascot for Intelligent User Interface. The mascot is externally fitted with eight microphones for voice recognition, a camera for face-recognition, a speaker for synthesized-voice playback, and a display for facial expressions.)
Fig. 6). The mascot is externally fitted with eight microphones for voice recognition and sound-source localization, a speaker for synthesized-voice playback, and a camera for face-recognition. Moreover, it incorporates a display, a movable head, and movable ears that can change shape. With these features, the mascot is able to render various expressions.

As well as continuing research using this prototype rabbit-type mascot, we are continuing investigations on incorporating all the functions described in this paper into the body of AV devices.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper overviewed the concept behind our “intelligent user interface”—which organically integrates media processing technologies aimed at realizing Hitachi’s goal of a “user-friendly, high-definition-image lifestyle”—and describes the technologies incorporated in this interface. From now onwards, while increasing the number of degrees of freedom of the dialog interface, we are aiming for even greater variety of operation. To do so, at Hitachi, we will continue to further improve various elemental technologies, strive toward intelligent control of not only AV devices but all home information appliances by utilizing information retrieval from the Internet via home networks, and extend these functions into other areas.
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